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The CollectionistX

Community
 Information sharing and exchange ideas about collections.
 This could be done through events, social media and DAO.

Education
 Provide educational resources for collectors to learn about the project’s value and their vision.

Special Events
 Organize special events for collectors to attend (auctions and conventions).
 Provide opportunities to meet other collectors, learn about new items
 and expand their collections.
 Bring more visibility to The CollectionistX and MultiversX blockchains.

Discounts
 Negotiate discounts with projects and retailers for our members to help them acquire items
 for their collections at a lower cost.

Private Marketplace
 An online marketplace where members can buy, which allow them to expand their collections 
 and acquire rare items.

Help our members build the wallet of their dreams and
fostering a community of like-minded collectors.

How?

Engage with the community by responding to comments and questions.
Hosting AMAs (ask me anything) and providing regular updates on the ecosystem’s progress.

Provide airdrops, staking rewards and other token-based rewards.
To encourage members to hold onto their $TCX tokens which will increase demand and, ultimately, 
the value of the tokens.
The CollectionistX token $TCX will be deflationary (1% burn for each mint or swap)

Collaborate with other projects in the blockchain space to increase exposure and expand.
Partnering with other projects, leverage the audiences to attract new members to the CollectionistX.

Like an idea that grows, you’re not just a member but a part of the idea.
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Transparency is an important principle
Transparency is an important aspect of any blockchain project.
Blockchain technology is designed to be transparent by nature, meaning that all transactions and 
data stored on the blockchain are publicly visible and cannot be altered once recorded. 

Many NFT projects have taken the Elrond member’s funds through the 2021-2023 Bullrun and
Bearmarket.

Governance mechanisms to manage decision-making and ensure that the project is
operating in the best interests of its member’s stakeholders and investors.
All actions or decisions will be taken through the DAO. (decentralized autonomous organization)

All CollectionistX wallets

 @thecollectionist
  Total eGLD from MadCock sales
  10% Restake & 85% Airdrop to BoostTCXcoin Holders
  2.5% eGLD rewards add for Liquidity Pool on Onedex
  2.5% eGLD set as liquide offer on marketplace

 @thecollectionistxtreasury
  70% Token & eGLD staking rewards + 90% Royalties Airdrop to BoostTCXcoin Holders
  25% of rewards restaked & 5% buy back $TCX Token on Onedex

 @thecollectionistxburn
  50% of BoostTCXcoin SFT will be Burn

 @thecollectionistxlp
  2.5% eGLD staking rewards + All $TCX Tokens from swap on Kroganswap are added to the
  Liquidity Pool on Onedex 

 @usguardians
  Keep 10% of the total supply of the $TCX tokens over a 3 year period

 

 



The CollectionistX Team

The project, like the team, aspires to evolve over time.
As the project gains traction, new members will join.

Allen Hayes
Director of Social Media

James Childers
Brand Ambassador

Zayne
Young Ambassador

Steven Reyes
Creator

Johanna Andrade
Co-Founder
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https://explorer.multiversx.com/collections/MADC-d03f58
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The CollectionistX NFT collection

It's exciting to be at the beginning of a journey, whether personal, professional, or creative.
Remember that the journey is just as important as the destination.

Enjoy the process and embrace the lessons and experiences that come your way.

MadCock NFT

   Utility & Benefits
    Staking Pools
  MadCock NFT can be staked xoxno.com 5 pools available

   $TCX token
  By staking your MadCock get a daily amount of $TCX tokens + BoostTCXcoin

   Buy Back: Your compound interest investment
  Every X time, the project will place a liquidity buy order, equal to the purchase
  price - Royalties + Market Fee = -11%
  The big problem with previous NFT projects was that if the project did not meet your
  expectations, you would no longer have to rely on the marketplace to buy your NFTs

   MadCock NFTs Burn
  MadCock purchased by the project will be BURNED, create more rarity.

   NFT Royalties
  90% of secondary market sales will be distributed every month to the BoostTCXcoin holder

MadCock NFTs sales
The entire amount of eGLD gathered will be staked rather than sold or used to fund other projects.
The CollectionistX project staking rewards are distributed at multiple levels.
  85% Airdrop to BoostTCXcoin Holders
  10% Restake
  2.5% eGLD rewards add for Liquidity Pool on Onedex
  2.5% eGLD set as liquide offer on marketplace

Collection
MADC-d03f58

Name
MadCock

Supply
10.000 NFTs

Voting Power
1 NFT / 1 Power

Rare Pool
Kryptonite Pool
Rhodium Pool

Gold Pool
Copper Pool

44 $TCX/ Daily
1.8 $TCX/ Daily
1.58 $TCX/ Daily
1.25 $TCX/ Daily

1 $TCX/ Daily

8 Spots
1540 Spots
2125 Spots
4960 Spots
1375 Spots



https://explorer.multiversx.com/tokens/TCX-8d448d
Name

TheCollectionistX
Ticker

TCX-8d448d

Xexchange
TCXWEGLD-f1f2b1

Supply
8.888.888

Decimals
8

The CollectionistX token

Creating a token that delivers value to its members investors and achieves its intended goals.

The way token is created, distributed, used, and valued in the ecosystem.
A well-designed token economics model can ensure that the $TCX token is used for its intended 
purpose, creates demand, and retains value over time.

$TCX token

Liquidity Token $TCX

   Utility & Benefits
 Token supply
  The maximum supply $TCX tokens are fixed at 8.888.888.

 Staking
  Stake MadCock, relax, and watch your wallet rise.

 Token utility
  The token can be used within the ecosystem such as for minting, swapping, and staking
   xoxno.com | staking MADC
   kroganswap.com | Purchase NFTs
   frameit.gg | Mint NFTs
   onedex.app | Swap, Liquidity Pool and Farming
   xexchange.com | Swap and Liquidity Pool
   app.middlestaking.fr |  MID/TCX staking

 Value
  The factors that affect the value of the $TCX limited supply create higher demand incentives
  by provides utility to the token.

 Partnerships
  All partners will add value to the $TCX token, HOW?
   Accepting $TCX token as payment method for goods and services
   Add Liquidity to the token
   Buy $TCX
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OneDex
TCXWEGLD-851467
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 Distribution
  The total supply will be airdroped over 62 months periode to the MadCock NFT holders.
  $TCX are distributed to MadCock NFT stakers, farmers, and liquidity providers.

 Economics incentives
  $TCX token can be used to purchase a listed NFT, mint NFT, tokens, or items.
  Provide members with a farming contract.
  Liquidity Pool on the Xexchange & OneDex.

 Farming
  The CollectionistX offers a farming contract to liquidity providers on OneDex.
  30% Apr.

Distribution of $TCX token
The distribution is critical in establishing the value and adoption of $TCX tokens.
The total supply has been set at start for the MadCocks Staked and will evolve over time.

    MadCock staking Pools
  Every MadCock pool has a defined expiration date and number of staking spots.

   $TCX token
  Tokens remaining in the pool will be allocated to different parts of the project.
   - 30% Next pool + staking spots added to the next pool
   - 50% Added to United Space Guardians pool (US-G)
   - 10% Farming pool OneDex
   - 10% BTCXCoin

   BTCXCoins SFT
  Once the pool with the same name as the BTCXCoin has ended the SFT will no longer receive
  a monthly eGLD airdrop, but rather a BTCXCoin staking pool as reward $TCX token.

   MadCock staking pool
  At the end there will only be one MadCock pool and Rare MadCocks pools.

Kryptonite Pool
Rhodium Pool

Gold Pool
Copper Pool

December 10, 2025
June 7, 2025

December 7, 2024
June 9, 2024

1540 Spots
2125 Spots
4960 Spots
1375 Spots
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The BoostTCXcoins SFT

Get your montly eGLD rewards airdrops directly into your wallet,
if you happen to hold a BoostTCXCoin. (Wallet or listed on marketplace)

              1.375 Copper Coins
                   620 Gold Coins
                125 Rhodium Coins
                44 Kryptonite Coins

 BTCXCOIN-9e8090-04 1 Copper Coin = 1X

 BTCXCOIN-9e8090-03 1 Gold Coin = 1.25X = 10 Copper Coins

 BTCXCOIN-9e8090-02 1 Rhodium Coin = 1.58X = 27 Copper Coins

 BTCXCOIN-9e8090-01 1 Kryptonite Coin = 1.80X = 63 Copper Coins

 eGLD rewards BoostTCXcoins SFT
  eGLD gathered form NFTs sales & Tokens staked

   85% eGLD staking rewards
   70% Token rewards swapped to eGLD
   90% Royalties (All project NFTs)

  eGLD rewards will be calculated by dividing the number of BTCXCOINS in circulation.

 Upgrade your BoostTCXcoins SFT
  Send the proper amount to The CollectionistX BURN wallet: @thecollectionistxburn

  See the BoostTCXCoins as points
   1 Copper Coin = 1 point
   1 Gold Coin = 8 points
   1 Rhodium Coin = 17 points
   1 Kryptonite Coin = 35 points

50% will be burned | 25% listed on KroganSwap | 25% back into airdrop for new MadCock staked.

Example: Over a period of 3 months you have purchased 8 MadCock's & staked, you have been 
airdropped with 8 Copper coins, there is a possibility to upgrade the 8 Copper for 1 Gold coin by 
sending it all to @thecollectionistxburn wallet.

WARNING: Distribution will end when @thecollectionistxtreasury has no BTCXCoins SFT left!

https://explorer.multiversx.com/collections/BTCXCOIN-9e8090
Collection

BTCXCOIN-9e8090
Name

BoostTCXcoin
Supply at start

2.164 SFTs

Every BTCXCOIN SFT has an exclusive 
distribution Boosted reward.
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The United Space Guardians
Elite NFTs guarding 10% of the $TCX token. Claim your celestial bounty after a 3-year journey,

the visionaries shaping the Madcock & TheCollectionistX galaxy.

UnitedSpaceGuardians NFT

   Benefits
 Guardians of the $TCX Galaxy

 Ascend to the stars with the United Space Guardians, one of the most potent forces in the 
 Madcock and The CollectionistX ecosystem. These elite NFTs stand vigilant, guarding a
 staggering 10% of the $TCX token pool, a treasure trove awaiting worthy claimants.

 But patience is key, for only after a three-year journey will access to this celestial bounty be granted.

 The United Space Guardians represent a community of visionaries committed to the success of the 
 Madcock and The CollectionistX project. As a Guardian, you become a vital thread in the fabric of this 
 intergalactic venture, shaping its future and reaping the rewards of its growth.

Join the United Space Guardians today and become a legend in the Madcock and The CollectionistX galaxy!
   

 $TCX from Mint
  The entire amount $TCX gathered will be guarded and given back after a three-year period
  to the owner of the NFT.
  Every United Space Guardian NFT, has a intrinsic value of 10.101 $TCX token.

 Staking Pools
  United Space Guardians NFT can be staked swap.onedex.app

 NFT Royalties
  90% of secondary market sales will be distributed every month to the BoostTCXcoin holder.

 United Space Guardians Wallet 
  $TCX tokens from USG NFT mint will be send to the @usguardians wallet.

Name
UnitedSpaceGuardians

Collection
USG-56484c

Supply
88 NFTs

USGuardians Pool 26 $TCX/ Daily 88 Spots | 1095 days
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The CollectionistX Treasury

Treasury is a project division in The CollectionistX responsible for overseeing economic growth
stability and awerness.

The primary functions of a treasury will be to ensuring:
 - Steadily rise in the price of MadCock NFT and $TCX token.
 - Funds to organize special events for collectors to attend.
 - Build a brand name and bring more visibility on to MultiversX blockchain.

The activities of a treasury can have a significant impact on the overall health of The CollectionistX 
project as well as on the well-being of participants.

Funds
 Treasury will be created from scratch. More information on the development of
 the treasury allocation: MadCock NFT and $TCX section.
 Additionally, MadCock sales on the secondary market will generate royalties
 that will be placed into the treasury.
 Each and every eGLD will be staked.

    Benefits
    MadCock NFT
  Increases the selling price of MadCock NFT over time.

   $TCX token
  Raises the price of $TCX token over time.

   New sources of revenue
  Find and allocate funds to generate secondary revenue streams for members.
  (Xexchange, Proteo, QuantumX, etc.)

   Events
  Gader, all of the collectors, together to share new ideas, opportunities and to form a strong bond. 

   Marketing
  Bring in new members by collaborating with established projects and brands.
  Increase visibility on the MultiversX blockchain.

   Developement
  Funds for the deployment of futures and new coworkers into the project.



Partnerships

We share a common vision, goals, and values.

Key characteristics of great partnership

Complementary Skills
 Complement each other by successfully dividing and conquering assignments.

Clear Communication
 A successful collaboration involves clear communication and an open sharing of ideas.

Trust
 In any successful collaboration, trust is crucial. Partners must be able to rely
 on one another while acting in the best interests of members and investors.

Defined Roles and Responsibilities
 To minimize misunderstandings and confrontations, clearly identify their
 roles and responsibilities.

Flexibility
 Be open to new ideas and solutions and be able to adapt to changing circumstances.

Respect
 Mutual respect’s opinions, ideas, and contributions to the project are required.

Committed Long-term
 Committed Long-term It requires a long-term commitment to the project and one another.

By developing these attributes,
an excellent collaboration may be built, which will ultimately drive the project‘s success.
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Identify potential partners

Evaluate the potential partner
 Before proposing a partnership, research the potential partner.
 Consider their reputation, track record, values, and other relevant information.

Start the conversation
 Reach out to the potential partner and initiate a conversation.

Discuss partnership goals and expectations
 Goals and expectations for the partnership, including the division of responsibilities, revenue 
 sharing, and other important details, will be discussed. 
 A clear understanding of the expectations and capabilities of each party.

Establish a formal agreement
 Once both parties have agreed on the terms of the partnership, establish a formal agreement 
 outlining the details of the partnership.
 The agreement should include the responsibilities of each and any other relevant information.

Open communication
 Ongoing communication and collaboration.
 Established active communication methods and meetings to ensure that both parties are
 on the same path and working toward the same objectives.

Foster the relationship
 Developing excellent working relationships with partners.
 Appreciate victories, learn from setbacks, and strive to enhance the collaboration.

To succeed, continuous work and commitment are essential.
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Roadmap

https://xoxno.com/collection/MADC-d03f58?filters=%7B%22-
name%22%3A%22%22%2C%22order%22%3A%22Price%3A+Low+to+High%22%2C%22orderValue%22%3A%22saleInfoNft%2Fmin_bid_short+asc%22%2C%22tokens%22%3A
%5B%5D%2C%22attributes%22%3A%5B%5D%2C%22saleType%22%3A%22Nft%22%2C%22tab%22%3A%22Mint%22%2C%22viewMode%22%3A%22cards%22%2C%22myFol
lowed%22%3Afalse%2C%22marketplaces%22%3A%5B%5D%2C%22activityActions%22%3A%5B%5D%7D

Every MILLENNIUM MadCock sale results in a 10% rise above the original mint price 
on xoxno.com

First Quarter Milestone I

 Creation MadCock NFT
 The CollectionistX website
 Creation $TCX tokens
 Whitepaper & Tokenomics

Secound Quarter Milestone II

 Verified MadCock NFT on all marketplaces
 Add info on the explorer NFT & Token
 Creation BoostTCXCoin SFT
 List NFT & Token marketplaces

Third Quarter Milestone III

 DAO first vote
 Finding great Projects
 Verified BoostTCXcoins SFT on all marketplaces
 Add info on the explorer SFT

Fourth Quarter Milestone IV

 Create $TCX Pool
 Farming Pool $TCX

First Quarter Milestone V

 The CollectionistX project fully opperational
 Launch of the Guardians
 First partnership with Business



info@thecollectionistx.com


